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Off-campus parties

Weather brings lull, but
finger-pointing remains
if the participants are coming from on
,or off campus.
"The program is responding to their
leisure time needs," Rand said.
e, The number of complaints may have
Rideout agreed.
decreased, but off-campus students are
more that goes on campus, the
"The
still having parties in Orono.
are," he said.
we
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said
Lowe
Orono Police Chief Dan
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the party scene
are the movies sponsored by The Union
Christmas break but has been relatively
Board on Friday and Saturday nights
quiet for the past few weeks.
and Saturday Night Sizzlers in the
"This time (of year) it normally
Bears' Den.
--. decreases due to weather," Lowe said.
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ple into the union and on campus. He
parties that sometimes had more than
said he also believes this has an impact
400 students. He said that on Monday
on people's social lives off-campus.
mornings he would receive complaints
But the president of the Off-Campus
about the previous weekend.
does not believe these programs
Board
SetStudent
of
Dwight Rideout, dean
are a "viable aiteinatise."
'.ices, also believes the reason for fewer
by Jonathan tsacn
Jessica Loos said she has receised no
parties this semester has to do with the
"I made a promise to have student
Staff writer
this semester and said the
complaints
weather.
government represent the voice of the
university is partly to blame for the
"(The weather) does more to it than
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"party problem."
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Soviet, Chinese diplomats talk of new alliance
Editor's note: This is the second in a
ip.,wish
four part scrim on Sovie reinti,
China.

by James L. Tyson
The autarky, Science Monitor
BEIJING — As if resurrecting
America's cold-war nemesis, Soviet and
Chinese diplomats talk these days of a
new alliance.
But this time the world's communist
titans are joining as comrades-in-peril,
not comrades-in-arms: Rather than
spark revolutions abroad, they plan to
collaborate in the reform of their ramshackle socialist systems at home.
Normalizing ties after three decades
of hostility. Beijing and Moscow will
eonstilt extensively over their common
struggle to fulfill communism's promise
of prosperity and freedom:—
The two neighbors are natural allies
in the mutual effort to breath life into
their poor and repressive societies.
Each of their Communist Parties has
followed a different path to the same
goal of boosting flagging credibility
through the immediate improvement of
people's livelihood, rather than through

—17

freer citizens if it hopes to prolong tne
stunning gains froma decade of
"Chinese
reform.
economic
that
realized
policymakers have
economic reorni stalled in many
ways because of a lack of political
reform," Mr. Lu says.
concepts, mutual learning, mutual exthe promise of an eventual Marxist
So far, Beijing's political reforms
change of ideas."
Utopia. Each party has reformed realms
have been stylistic, not substanske.
"There will be a very high degree of
the others have left largely untouched as
--111-a campaign for-"transparem7
exchange on reform, because both sides the party has merely reduced its meddlthey try to promote economic efficienare experimenting and they are very concy, uproot corruption, and shake up
ing in day-to-day state affairs and
rule.
about the successes and Mistakes
cerned
monopolistic
their
tolerated a slightly more active press and
of the other," an East European
Beijing is under pressure from ingreater openness in decision-making.
diplomat says. The largest delegation
tellectuals to apply forms of Moscow's
Many intellectuals consider these steps
from the Soviet Academy of Sciences to
program of glasnost or opcnncss. Such
meager. They express admiration for
sisit china in 30 years plans this month
political reforms would bc a critical spur
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and
to map out joint studies on reform with
to individual initiative and the revival of
have urged Beijing to follow his examits Chinese counterpart.
China's stalled economic reforms,
pk and loosen controls on the press, disWary of how market-oriented
Chinese economists say.
sent, and assembly.
economic reform has subjected society
Moscow plans to adapt many aspects
But Chinese leaders are concerned
to strain, Chinese officials plan to
of China's decade-Old economic
that,by allowing dissent, they will enemulate Moscow and better prepare— courageI-infest
reforms.
iodeSuch steps could buttress Siet- Chinese society for changes in the
ty that have seen other groups grow
vpolitical - reforms with the tangible: economy by-reforming the legal system,
richer under reform. They are eager to
economic benefits that have so far chat- says Lu Naquan, a specialist on the
learn how Soviet leaders have maintained the controversial program of Soviet economy trained in Moscow.
ed a firm political grip while easing state
Unlike the Soviets, Chinese reformers
perestroika (restructuring).
restrictions, the Eastern European
have lacked adequate laws to control
Comparing the new Sino-Soviet reladiplomat says.
private entrepreneurs and other forces
tionship with the agressive and expanFor their part, Soviet leaders have
sionistic axis during the 1950s, Soviet emerging in the freer economy, he says. --learned much from China's lead in
Yet Beijing knows that it must also
Y
,diplomat Sergei Stepanov said,"Now is
(me ALLIANCE p•ip
the period of consultation over mutual ease controls and exploit the energy of
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Bush denounces Tower allegation.s,,
—Whitt-House forwarded to
Pr
NGTON (Andent Bash on Tuesday denounced as . tee chairperson Sen. Sam Nunn. D-- "vicious rumor" allegations against .0so. and ranking Republican John
Defense Secretarrdesignate John. Winter of Virginia late Monday.
Nunn's office said the committee
Tower and declared they had been
would meet in a closed session
"gunned down" by a thorough FBI
Wednesday and vote Thursday on the
report. A committee vote on the emnomination.
battled nominee was scheduled for
Meanwhile, gm. Mickey Edwards,
Thursday.
-Ok
la., a prominent conservative,
R
Move
"forUrging the Senate 10
said Tower should withdraw his
thrightly" on the nomination, Bush
nomination because he has lost the
said at a news conference that the
credibility- needed to promote Bush's
'report produced nothing to substandefense agenda.
time allegations of excessive drinking,
,financial
But Bush, responding to reporters'
and
-philandering
questions at the White House. said he
improprieties,
was "convinced that he is not only
• • Members of the Senate Armed Scrcapable of doing this job, but will do
'
- vices Committee, meanss- hile,
it in an outstanding way."
scrutinized the report, which the

College imports snow for brochure..

SOtil<

WILLIAMSTOWN, Mass. (AP)
— The campus may be dull and
brown these days, but 60 tons of
manmade snow will give prospectise
students a different view of Williams
'College.
Because of a snowless winter in the
Berkshires, the college Monday
--trucked in the snow for photographs
_ for a Williams promotional
brochure_
"We're not faking anything,"
Phillip F. Smith, director of admissions, said as workers spread the
white stuff from a nearby ski area in
front of a dormitory and the geology
, building. "We are just hoping to get
some good winter shots.

Sy,
,

Student models posed amid the
manmade drifts. About 30,000 copies
of the brochure are mailed to high
school students each year.
By late Tuesday morning. only a
"411111)Of two" of the imported snow
was left. The campus was soggy
under a spring-like rain and
temperatures were expected to reach
the unseasonable 543s. said spokesperson Ellen Barck.
The northern Berkshire Mountains, which normally receive 50 to 55
inches of snow by this time of year,
have received only about 18 inches,
said John Hockndge of the New
Ewsland Weather Associates officals
riessby North Adams.
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Anti-racketeering laws can be used
for adult bookstore crackdowns
(AP) —

WASHINGTON
The
Supreme Court, boosting a growing .
nationwide drive against pornography, ruled Tuesday that states
may use anti-racketeering laws to
crack down on adult bookstores.
But the justices said prosecutors
may not use such tough crimefighting statutes to shut down the
Stores before trials are held to determine whether any of the material sold
- is obscene.
The justices, by a 6-3 vote, said Indiana's Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO)
•may be applied to adult bookstores.
The law is patterned after a federal
statute aimed primarily at organized
crime. Most states have similar antiracketeering laws, and in 13 states
besides Indiana the jaw can be used

7 7.

to battle pornography.
A presidential commission on pornography, appointed during Ronald
Reagan's administration, urged all
't %lams
take oir•sii••• •••••••• to limit the
to
spread of sexually explicit material.
_ln other action, the court:
-Refused to kill a S90 million
*suit against television evangelist
Jimmy Swaggan and others filed by
Marvin Gorman, a defrocked
cs angelist Swaggart had accused of
adultery in 1986_
-Allowed Kentucky to begin enforcing a 1986 abortion law as altered by
a relict* judge last year. The law requires girls under the age of 18 to
notify their parents to obtain a
judge's consent before having an
abortion.

Maine suffers slippery-conditkms
Date:
Time:
Place:

Wed, F
7 & 9 p.m. showings
130 Little Hall
Free

residents
on
I
campus

Scores of velikies, including a van
carrying nine children, skidded off
Maine highways Tuesday as freezing
rain and wet snow created
treacherous driving conditions and
foiced the temporary closing of Interstate 95 in Bangor, authorities
said.
In Topsham. a van taking nine
children to the Sky-Hi Prayer Summit, a non-denominational religious
school, slid off the road and slamm-

-ed into a tree,
Police Chief Paul J. Lessard said.
The children and the van's d •
were taken to local hospitals
treatment of cuts and bruises, Officials said.
In Bangor, the section of Interstate
95 between the Union Street and
Broadway exits was closed for more
than an hour after' a trailer-tracTor
jackknifed Tuesday morning.
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'North called a 'liar' in Tuesday's session
Prosecution says North 'places himself above the law'
WASHINGTON (AP) -- -Oliver
North is charged with 12 criminal
any Marine Corps officer would."
patriotic purpose than to protect our
North's Criminal trial opened Tuesday
comas, nine of them having to do with
North was a Marine lieutenant colonel
system of government," Keker said.
with the prosecutor calling him a liar
deceiving Congress and the president.
with 20 years service and a distinguish- "To lie to Congress because you
who "places himself above the law" but
The other three involve charges that
ed Vietnam War record when he resignmistrust it then is a crime and not a
with Neigh's lawyer defending him as a
_..ed from the service_after his indictment
defense."
he -tenell_y smelted from the
patriotic Marine who obeyed the orders
Contra affair.
• last March.
of the nation's highest officials.
"The need for secrecy is no excuse for
Sullivan, who became known naNorth listened intently as the prolies," Keker said.
tionally during the 1987 congressional
secutor told the jury he had lied time At one point, he said, a House cornhearings on the affair, held up thumb
and again to his president and to Con- .mittee had met with North in the White
and forefinger a quarter-inch apart and
House seeking the truth about the
gress about the Iran-Contra affair. .
told the jury: "He never had this much
criminal intent."
His chief defense bilifyir countered .0thation.
that --North,. a former top National , - "The committee looked Oliver North
Keker said North's lies to Congress
right in the eye and North looked them
Security Council aide, worked in a secret
and his president amount to "a crime
right in the eye and he lied," Keker
world where "he always acted with the
that goes to the soul of our selfapprpsal of his superiors; he acted
said.
government "
always with the best interests of his
Keker said North took $4,000 of the
"You will hear he considers himself
country."
$90,000 in traveler's checks that Contra
a patriotic person, but there is no higher
leader Adolfo Calero gave him to cover
Thus thet.sso sides squared off for the
expenses.
oft-delayed first trial to come out of the
"Colonel North used that $4,000 like
Iran-Contra affair, a trial that may take
it was his personal piggy-bank" for
as much as five months to complete.
North followed the opening
groceries, tires and to take his family on
statements of prosecutor John Keker a trip, Keker told the jury.
Keker called North's fabrications to
and chief defense lawyer Brendan
Sullivan with unflagging interest. He sat a presidential inquiry an extraordinary
upright diaries both " presentations. criminal act "by a man who at some
point stops playing by the rules and
sometimes looking toward his wife, BetIs It Possible to Be
sy, who was in the front row of places himself above the law."
a Socialist and a Politician
spectators.
He outlined the evidence he plans to
in the U.S.?
The courtroom was filled to its introduce, truing North's Iran-Contra
120-seat capacity, with reporters taking activities from 1984 when Congress forSutton Lounge
60.
bade further aid to the Contras until the
Memorial Union
The public got,only 15 artd_theyest__ _fail of 1986 "when the roof caved in on
went to-assorted lawyers, prosecutors this house of cards" and the operation
Thursday, Feb. 23, 12:20 pm
and government security experts. U.S. to sell arms to Iran and divert some proTrios noontime senes is being sponsored by
District Judge Gerhard A. Gesell allow- fits to the Contras became public.
:me Maine Peace Action Committee (MPAC
But Sullivan countered that North
ed four representatives of intelligence
The Union Board 1TUB i 1 nil This Maine Christian
agencies in court to monitor the large 'ever broke the law, that "h: followed
Association
amounts of classified information ex- 'the instructions of the highest-ranking
MEET ME AT
pected to be revealed publicly in the officials of the United States of
trial.
America. ... He followed his orders as
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Geddy's Owner brings pub to Orono

photo by Rich McNeal-.
Arthur Davis, sees here at the new Geddy's Pub located on Park Street la Orono,
is shooting for March 10 as an opening dale. Photo by Rich McNeary.
by Debbie Dutton
Staff Writer
Give the people what they want.
That is the philosophy of the owner
of the soon-to-open Geddy's Pub in
Orono.
Arthur Davis, 28, owner of the Geddy's in Bar Harbor and now Orono, is
originally from Texas but has been summering in Maine with his family for the
past 20 years.
Davis plans to be flexible in planning
his entertainment and says he wants to
cater to the desires of his patrons.
- "We will try to be in touch with the
people and do what everyone wants,"
he said. "We'll go with the flow."
The pub is set to open March 10.
Davis bought the Bar Harbor
establishment two years ago and has

since been looking for a place to open
another Geddy's Pub. He was considering 'import, Calif.. but decided that
the city atmosphere wasn't really what
he wanted.
He also looked into several bars in
Bangor, including Benjamin's, but
wanted the opportunity to freely
renovate. He didn't think any of the
bars in Bangor had that potential.
The building he recently purchased in
Orono is on Park Street, across from
Bangor Savings Bank and next to new
Chip's Video Store.
The 'grey wood-sided building has
been home to a steak house and alcoholfree night club. Both met with limited
success and subsequentI y closed.
Davis has gutted the inside of the
structure and is designing the floor plan
of the pub himself.

PEACE CORPS SERVICE:
A'pood Career Move -

Attend Thursday, Feb. 23 at the
s,t-rturial Ilion Union lobby; Rim at. 2 PM and
6 pst in the Oki Town room.

tt
,

"The design is a combination of a little of everything," he said. "I've
taken a little bit of what I like from
every bar I've been in."
Live entertainment will be on, the first
floor. Davis plans to have jazz, blues
and rock `11' roll artists perform there.
A small stage is in the back corner and
in front of it, a black and white parquet
dance floor.
The dance floor is partially surrounded by a second tier, to be carpeted red,
where oak tables and chairs will be.
Around this section will be railings that
divide the tables from a centrally located
oak and walnut bar. Davis said this will
add to the nice-but-casual atmosphere
he hopes to create.
"With the tables sheltered, people will
fed more comfortable," he said.
Food will be serveeon the first floor.
The menu will consist of different types
of fried foods, including mushrooms,
ChiPPar, rfti"kee.1 wnot anti c.nrsy. nf
Davis' southern favorites like chickenfried steak:

*Parties

CC(

In addition to the first floor, Geddy's
will have a lower level. In the.cellar, a
pub will be located. The pub will have
a bar and tables and chairs. The
bartenders will play mixed-tapes on the
stereo system. Davis said they will be
flexible about what they play and will
consider playing music people bring in
with them.
The building will be painted dark
green and will have awnings. Davis
plans to resurface the parking lot and
landscape the grounds as soon as the
weather permits.
He also plans to build a patio on the
back in the spring.
Davis expects to be mostly in Orono
for the first year. Because his pub in Bar
Harbor is open only in the summer, it
provides him with time to build the
Orono pub himself.
"This will be nicer than my place in
Bar Harbor," he said. adding,
•Nicol- holt people will
fe#4 re-trip-wt.
table."
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mean athletic events and performances at the Maine Center for the
Arts.
"People in Orono have to understand this is a college community,"
Loos said. "(They) don't realize the
students arc an intrinsic part of the
community."
Loos said the recent crackdown on
Orono parties is the result of the new
police department in Orono.
But Lowe, the police chief, said
police only break up parties when
they receive complaints.
"We're not against students having parties," he said
Captain Linwood Green said that
when warm weather comes police will
deploy as many officers on the
weekend as they can to deal with
parties.

"Stuff filters down to us, but we
don't get calls," she said.
Loos said she believes there are no
more parties this year compared to
past years.
She said OCB has sponsored many
events for students last semester and
this semester, including Ball on the
Mall and Bumstock. OCR has also
sponsored bands and dances in the
Damn Yankee, she said.
Rand said there was less activity at
the union last semester because of
personnel changes at TUB. The
esents planned by TUB for this
semester, Rand said, were not intended to curtail off-campus panics.
But Loos said the university has to
come up with viable alternatives to
keg parties where people can go and
socialize. Loos stressed this did not

CALL:-581-1273
after 1:00 Mon-Fri
-
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*Alliance
economic restructuring. Soviet
economists criticize how Beijing has applied reforms piecemeal. They say that
in contrast Moscow has coordinated
changes in politics, party rule,
economics, and foreign relations.
Soviets note how Beijing's unor.
chestrated approach to reform has
created chaos, as decontrolled areas in
society disrupt others still run by the
Kate. •
Beijing has halted its key economic
reforms in the last six months in an effort to throttle runaway inflation.
But the rcircntiuncnt has stalled the
partially overhauled economy in a noman's-land between a market and a

state-run system.
Taking further lessons from China's
ad hoc approach to reform, Soviet
economists 'NOS- that Beijing failed to
anticipate the difficulties it would confront in reelairrring the PoSwers it has
delegated to local officials.
At first, the initiative of newly eni:
powered provinces and cities helped
goad economic growth and streamline
decision-making once centered in Beijing. But these autonomous local officials are now resisting the effort of
Beijing to halt capital construction,
reduce state loans, and cool the
overheated economy.
Yet China's leaps during its dynamic
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PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — The

who represent one-fifth of the popelatin
in Maine, to be "steered by an inner
sense of responsibility ... to do
something for God's kingdom."
The ceremony was marked by pomp
and pageantry, as incense and music filled the air, applause peppered Gerry's in,
stallation and hugs, handshakes and
smiles accompanied words of praise for
the Millinocket native.
In his remarks, Gerry thanked
O'Leary, who retired after 14 years as
bishop, and mentioned the Second
Vatican Council, apparently an indication that he would follow its mandates.
When he was named bishop in
December. Gerry said he did not expect
to break with the church's goal of implementing Vatican II, which fashioned far-reaching reforms beginning in
I 962.

Most Rev. Joseph J. Gerry was installed Tuesday during a tradition-rich
ceremony as bishop of the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Portland, replacing
retiring Edward O'Leary as the spiritual
leader for Maine's 279,000 Catholics:During a ceremony lasting_nearly two
the
hours, Gerry accepted the reins
diocese from Pope John Paul II'srepresentative to the United States as an
estimated 1.000 defies, politicians and
panshioners looked on at the Cathedral
of the Immaculate Conception.
"I wish to be a father, a brother and
friend to all, without exception." Gerry,
60, told—the—audience during the
celebratory mass. "I have no other purpose in life than to bring the gospel to
you, ... no other desire than 10,1LICM.111faithfulness to the word of Christ.••
He also called on fellow Catholics,
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reforms have instructed Soviets more
than its stumbles.
Moscow will increasingly transform
state-run enterprises into collective
businesses which contract with the state
on raw material prices and production
quotas, Mr. Stepanov says. It aims to
expand efforts to nurture privately run
enterprises, modeled after a vibrant
agricultural sector in rural China that
employs millions of formerly idle
workers.
Moreover, Moscow plans to loosen
economic controls in four coastal areas,
hoping to lure foreign investment as
similar areas in China have. And it will
free prices on some manufactured and

Chinese. Moscow will expand pilot projects allowing farmers to till land under
contract from the state, copying a
Chinese reform that has inspired
.dramatic gains in produc;tion and wealth
in the countrysidc. Stepanov says.
Moscow will encourage peasants to
use newer technology with fewer hands
on larger farms than in China. This way,
the Soviets will avoid the slumping productivity of China's smaller, more
backward family farms, be said.
consumer Roods. adapting measures
that have bolstered supply and
streamlined distribution in China,
Stepanov says.

Roman Catholics install new bishop
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ATTENTION NON-GREEK WOMEN

There will be a

PHI MU RUSH
in the Damn Yankee

Thursday Feb. 23 7pm to 8pm

C.ome meet the Sisters of Phi Mu!
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PROPOSALS WANTED

SECOND ANNUAL
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In preparation for our room sign up
process, Residential Life is presently
considering proposals for new lifestyles I
n the resdnce hails. StsiAAsnts, staff and
faculty are encouraged to submit specific
proposals founew types of community
living.

en proposals to flarbartIA.
•

I

A

Assistant Director, West Campus,
101 Wells Commons by February 24,
1989.
For more infonnotion corrtoct Sorbets Smith it 581-4702.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
February 24-26, 1989

For additional information and registration
materials please contact New Student Programs
at 581-1826.

,
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Terrorism
0

nce again the free world is faced with what has
turned out to be a very popular, and often
successful, method for middle eastern countries
to attain their foreign policy objectives.
Terrorism.
Defined by Webster's New World Dictionary as
`"...use of force or threats to demoralize, intimidate.
and subjugate, esp. such use as a political weapon or
policy," terrorism continues to run rampant.
The bombing of Pan Am flight 103 over Lockerbie,
Scotland was an effective use of terror that, if nothing
else, demoralized the rational people of the world.
This week author Salman Rushdie was forced into
hiding to safeguard himself from the most rent and
most personal terrorist threat.
It seems Rushdie's latest book has insulted the much
of the world's Moslem population - Iran's Ayatollah
Khomeini in particular.
In fact, Khomeini was so irate about the book, which
many Moslems find offensive td'their faith, that he
ordered Rushdie's death.
With a S5.2 million bounty on his head. Rushdie has
good reason to be concerned.
The intimidation factor r enormous in this case.
Several countries have already banned Rushdie's book
and airport security has been increased around the
world.
Things have gotten a little out of hand. The madmen
of the world are no longer looking for "political
causes" as excuses for senseless carnage.
They've crossed into the less clearly defined and more
volatile spectrum of social and religious issues.
Fundamentalist political-religious leaders like Khomeini have such strong holds on their followers that
they are willing to both kill and die for them.
- How does the world stop the madness? Some say that
it's best to go the diplomatic route. Good luck. Others
argue that you should fight-IWivitli/Was that Wm&
.
ble?
Clint Eastwood, in on of his "Dirty Harry" movies,
said something about opinions.
Be that as it may, the fact remains, something has to
be done to end the madness.
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The real Rushdieory
Besides getting a double portion of sauerkraut in the cafe,
one of the greatest perks of being a columnist is having weird
people you don't know drop by
your apartment unexpectedly.
Take, for example, the quandary I found myself in yesterday when I came home to find
a rather frazzled soul cowering
c,-n my front step; like a kIst
puppy.
He told me hia_name__wu
Salman Rushdie..
With all the death threats flying around with that name on
them, I didn't think anyone
wouldidaim to be Rushdie who
wasn't-Sol-believed him.
Now, Rushdie, for the few
people who've been hanging
out some where in the ninth
demension for the past week, is
the nice fellow who wrote that
nasty book The Satanic Verses.
You know, the novel which,
in a dream sequence, seems to
imply the Prophet Mohammed
may have written the holy
Moslem Koran himself instead
of God dictating it to him. That.
-has- a few, million.Moslems
ticked-off enough to march
around in circles and yell for
somebody to find Rushdie and
relieve him of his life.
Anywit I quickly ushered
him inside before any of my
neighbors got a gander at him.
"So what can I do for you
Mr. Rushdie?" I asked.
"Welh,l" the man said, as
he nervously peeked down at

"But what about all this
hoopla he's started on it being
the mission of every good
Moslem to send you to hcl: for
the decadent blasphemy you's e
spewed into that new book. of
yours?" I asked.
"Oh, Khomeini's not mad
about what's in my book,"
Rushdie said. You set he's
miffed hocallw.e he helped me do
Michael Di Clem some of the writing and I promised to give him a chunk of
the street through the tightly the profits for his help."
"And?" I asked.
drawn curtains which covered
"And
I decided to stiff him
my living. room windows, "I
and
keep
all the profits for---- kind of need some advice and
_myself,"
he
said. "I
maybe a place to stay for a few
___you know, it's nice to share and
"You see," he said, "I all but business is business."
"So all this blasphemy stuff
wrote this book and kind of,
and
all is just.a scam?" I asked.
well, you're a columnist. You
"Well,
come on, of course it
must know what it's like to get
is," Rushdie said. "I mean
hate mail."
Khomeini couldn't get all those
I assured him that I did.
"Well, than. you know' kind people so riled up just by say
of what I'm going through right ing that I ripped him off now
now," he said. "But what do could he?"
"No, I supose not," I said.
you do when the Ayatollah
"Well, if you don't mind, I
Khomeini puts a $5 million conthink
hit the hay," he said
tract out on your life?"
--Vow-nothing -rye written as he peered out the window
has ever gotten the Ayatollah again.
"Yeah, go ahead," I told
mad enough to do something
like that," I said. "I mean, him. I waited a few minutes
he has of course, on occasion, then picked up the phone.
"Hello operator?" I said.
called in a minor threat. But it's
never been anything close to a "I'd like to make an overseas
call to Iran."
big-time contract."
"oh,"Rushdie said. "This
Michael Di Cicco is a closet
contract thing has nothing to
do with anything I've writ- Moslem who corresponds
regularly with the big A.
ten."
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It's sad when you have to
-write a letter to the editor
because you have nothing else
to do. They say this University
has everything - great sports
teams, computer center, and
food (not quite). But what
about entertainment? Sure
you've got Hockey (If you can
wait for tickets), Football (if
you can crawl out of bed). and
Basketball (if you don't mind
the measles). These may fill up
your time slots for two hours
but then what? Ice-cream floor
parties and playing the Dating
Game??
It's time-ire—students lake
control of the entertainment
business if the University cannot handle it. Yea, we know we
cannot have booze in our room,
as it is the law. The thins we do
not understand is where the
RA's hide their badges. I'm
sure law enforcement is not
listed as a class on their
transcripts.
Since no. one is about to
lighten up about dorm drinking
policies, we havc to turn to offcampus alternatives. This raises
the question of how we get
there and back.- I respect the
late night local greatly as I have
ridden it many times (from
what I remember) but some of
us has c left the 1 am curfew
hack in high school. So then

how do you get home? You can
walk a bone-chilling two mile
plus hike or perhaps a stranger
will pick you up whose tossed
down a few too many himself.
Getting into the dorms with the
security card is a whole different story in itself.
The point we are making is
-that besides education students
need entertainment also. Since
entertainment seems to he
scarce, alcohol is becoming a
plcasina alternative. Its time to
let the good times call again and
change Boron° back to Orono.
Steven "Snoop" Johns
Chris O'Brien
Entertainment majors

Stop along
with bus
To the editor:
I am sure that most people
have seen the bus which
transports University students
between the Bangor and Orono
campuses. This bus has runs
starting at 7 a.m. and going up
to I a.m.
While riding the bus, I've
had the opportunity to speak
with a couple of the drivers,
and it's been commented that
many cars fail to yield as the
bus stops to let people off. In
fact, some don't hesitate to
drive on by, as if they do not
recognize what flashing yellow
lights mean. I myself have
witnessed this, and on one occasion, it happened to be a

- rl 11 ell 1
‘
L
ALI
La CL

police cruiser pressing by one
the bus driver's side.
I guess that as with most
potentially dangerous situations, something unfortunate,
even tragic, will have to happen
before some people sit up and
take notice. I would not want
to be the driver responsible for
such an incident.
When the bus, (yellow or
otherwise), stops - please, do
the same.

Jim '.loorhead
Bangor

Students
remember
Lancaster
To the editor:
The last five weeks have really given us an optimistic
outlook on college and teaching
assistants. Many TA's are introduced at the beginning of the
semester and then only reappear on exam dates to monitor
cheating. Not Linda Lancaster,
she would arrive fifteen minutes
early to class to make sure the
outline for the particular lecture
at hand would be dispensed to
the students.
She attended all of Dr. Coladarci's lectures and took extensive notes. She even took an
active part in lecturing, and if
during her lecture one wanted
more information on a topic
she was more than willing to
direct them to a source.
She provided students with
an in-depth and detailed review
lesson in the previous class

before an upcoming exam.
dear to her. Linda Lancaster is
Linda organized out of class going to be an extremely tough
study SCSS1OOS.iier attitude for act to follow and will be misspreparing these sessions was ed and remembered by many!
way up and above the call of
duty. She would ask how many
Denise Langella
students would be interested in
Tamera Coffman
attending a session at a parAlison Moore
ticular time. If only five people
Wendy Bukcr
out of one hundred and fifty
Rebecca Bruce
raised their hands, she did not
• -—
try to persuade them to go to
another session but merely coa-.
sidered that a study session as
is. Not only did Linda LanCaStet have regular office hOws
with also the opportunity to
make an appointment if the
hours conflicted with one's
Letters to the editor
schedule, but after an exam she
should be 300 words or
had extra office hours. These
less, and guest columns
were for the students to COMC
about 450 words. In order
in and discuss their tests to see
to verify the validity of
where they went wrong or
letters, we must have a
where they went right.
name, address, and
On the first day of class we number.
telephone
syllabus,
a
which read-received
"Linda is here for you!" We
sincerely believe that was a true -Although The Daily
statement.
Maine Campus welcomes
Linda's
characteristic smile and longing
anonymous letters, it will
to help attitude only reinforcnot print them unless a
ed how genuinely concerned she
special arrangement for
not using the name has
was to help the students in any
aspect or area that she could.
been made with the
editor.
Granted, five weeks in a large
lecture class doesn't really give
The Daily Maine Camone time or the opportunity to
pus reserves the right to
get to know the TA well, but
edit letters for length,
seeing all that Linda was for us
taste, and libel.
made you feel as if you knew
her on a one to one basis. This
essay has been written by mere
observations made in class by
people Linda didn't know personally. We can't imagine if she
put herself out on a limb for us,
how much more she could have
done for the people she held
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sexes

commentary by Lisa Callnan
The isiheoonecraist; worr.c:t's equality in the .
sports arena'had been generating much controversy at firillitirdl _the UtOyer*ty of Maine
system. Under the Tide IX Education Amendments of 1972(Athletics.86.41)the law requires
that a school mustprovide equal opportunity for
both sexes. The U.S. Department of Education
determines this on whether "... the selection of
sports and levels of competition effecti:ely accommodate the interests sad abilities of both
sexes." Areas where discrimination most often
occurs are in: "... the funding of programs, the
provision of facilities and equipment, the
scheduling of games and practice times, the
availability of travel funds, and the recruiting
and awarding of scholarships to athletes." By
just beginning at the top of this list one can easily
set that this university is in direct violation of
the Title IX law. When a group of concerned
young women athletes who have been trying for
two consecutive years to get a Varsity Women's
Soccer Team brought this to the attention of
President Lick, he told them this University was
—tify"other. tn other wards,
no wone OTIThiin
even though there is discrimination, since the majority of colleges take part in it, it has bccom acceptable. Does this really make it all right?
While money is by no means the only measure
for proving equality, the gross difference in the
budgets for men's sports compared to women's
may serve as a rough estimate of the degree to
which women are being discriminated against.
Carrying nine men's sports budgeted for
$1,714,183 compared to only seven women's
sports teams receiving $512,622 leaves a

--difference about which to wonder.
-6-10061
Oearly the rights of these young women fighting
to get a Varsity Women's Soccer Program has e
been violated.
Back in September of 1987 this group of
twenty-five ambitious women formed a team
..sith the intention of proving to the University
-that the desire and talent existed for a varsity
team to become a reality. [he girls pulled
together in a struggle to overcome the fact that
they had nothing but the twenty-five pairs of
cleats they came to the field with each practice
and tons of enthusiasm. Completely independent
from any financial support by the University, the
members found a coach, scheduled an eight
game season with teams like Bates, Thomas,
U.S.M., Bowdoin, and Colby, and raised
enough money to cover traveling and game expenses. It was a difficult first year, for the team
did not have the advantages that most teams
have, being the only branch of the UMaine
system without a team. But the girls walked away
proud as they had proven themselves stronger
than many of the established club sports.
During the following months, team members
pursued every channel possible to make their efforts Pay off. Team leader Laura Ross took the
initiative to meet with members of the Athletic
Advisory Board and present a vaild case to
Athletic Director Kevin White, who seemed most
sympathetic to their cause after a recent article
by Joni Averill praising his intentions to upgrade
women's athletics here at Maine. Other members

trav,-ied--4ifferent paths attending President
Lick's Thursday office hours to see what the administration planned-lb— do about the very
legitimate demand the women were presenting
to the University. They were assured that a Varsity team had been placed at the top of the list
for the near future. Hopeful for the season to
come, the girls continued to practiCt..it\tdoor.
They planned to finish the school )ear by hosting
a tournament in the fieldhouse for the neighboring teams they had played during the fall.
At the end of the semester the team was advised to go "club" for the 1988 season with a
promise that there would be a Varsity Squad in
1989.
Enthusiastic, with some financial support
covering reasonable travel expenses and team
equipment, the team had a more successful
season with thirteen new rookies joining the
twenty-use returning old faithfuls. Competini:
with some degree of ability over the much more highly equipped opponents the ladies finished the season vilthir54-1- record.
Now -the—administration has informed the
members that there is just no way they can afford a Varsity Team for 1989, but have proposed instead a five year "phase-in" strategy to
balance out the inequality. By that time, the
students who have worked so hard to see their
efforts rewarded, will be gone. The dream for
a Women's Varsity Soccer Team will have been
lost to administrative red tape and discrimination. Only disappointment and anger will remain
in the hearts of this group of dedicated young
women.
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familiarity process."

Gallant said.
He said he wants to become aware
of all the aspects of what's going on
with student government and expand
-- -Davis' policies.
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"We'll be following what's already
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a broad range of student
4
representation.
One item on his agenda is to
a relationship with the studevelop
by Bill Watterson
dent constituency and establish better communication with students and
the administration.
VIM 9401IED 14 SAK12.
Wass.DNT NAT
FUN? _Mal
"I know it's going to be a hard
tet, KItiALLI BIAT
thing to do, but I want to develop
14ARD1IO
PAVE
that." he said.
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Gallant wants to increase student
RJA BASEBALL /
participation in the senate and
publicize its accomplishments.
"We're exploring • different
avenues to get people's interest,"
he said. "I want to make them aware
of what's going on."
Gallant and Ackermann also want
to tali with every campus club and
organization to explore ways in which
they can improve and develop better
relationships with them.
by Berke Breathed
They are now trying to reduce the
number of GSS committees so that
more policies can be achieved with
less confusion, Gallant said.
He said he and Ackermann have
"been over a few speed bumps" but
will "give it their all."
"We're not even going to start to
slow down'," he said.
Davis wished the new student
government leaders luck in her final
address. Her "state of student
government" speech received a standing ovation from senators and
spectators.
"I tried to make a difference,"
she said. "I encourage the incoming
administration to continue where we
kit oil."
Davis said an avenue.of informaweraallatalb.
•••
tion is an important asset for student
government to have, but _"a lot of
,what student government does goes
- unnodced by students."
"I Rope the new_arsolicgetarysaff
do that," she said:A student government press
secretary will be hired during the next
two weeks.
Davis said student government has
•been-"smart" in its allocations of 41
/
4.
tivity fee funds.
"It's a very positive thing that student government has accomplished." she said. "(The Executive
BY CARRY TRUDEAU
Budgetary Committee) was fair in its
allocations."
,
•
uring th Cutler Health Center
De
All Of IN/5 ARNO THE
1•
controversy last semester,_ Davis_ was
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41
.. responsible tor 'sending letters to
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11111
students' parents telling of the
SYNDROME.
atermeRir By Ery.„
1
decreased hours and student efforts
*
/
to expand its hours of care.
"I can't summarize without mentiOning Cutler Health Center," she
— ..said. "We've all worked hard to try
to rectify the situation and find the
best possible solution. (The letters)'
brought in a lot of outside information."
She will continue to serve on the
Cutler advisory committee. .
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Boggs
ready for
baseball,
Adams

The University of Maine women's
swim team finished fourth with 403
points in the 10th annual New England
Championships in Rhode Island this
weekend.
Boston College placed first for the second year In a row with 649 points.
Northeastern (526) and the University of Massachussetts(524.5)finished second and third respectively among the
15 teams competing.
The Black Bears had balanced scoring, placing in every event. Boston College was the only other team to earn
points in every event.
UMaine Head Coach Jeff Wre,n was
pleased with the team's performance.
"I went into the championships not
caring where we placed. I just wanted
to have good times and we did,"
Wren said.
"We had improvements pretty much
across the board and three school
records." he said.
Jennifer Denison broke her own

As spring training opens in Honda
and Arizona. baseball fans are
already focusing on a player who
always draws a lot of attention from
opposing teams.
That man is Wade Boggs, who has
proven to be the best hitter in the
American League several times but
now faces a challenge bigger than any
pitcher trying to blow a fastball by
him.
It is hard not to know that watchers of the Boston Red Sox and
baseball followers in general arc
awaiting the next issue of Penthouse,
for the contents pertaining to Margo
Adams look to stir up an already interesting saga.
Adams and Boggs will face off in
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) -- One
court to decide if Adams deserves any
complaint losing teams in the NCAA
money for the time Boggs spent with
basketball tournament may never make
her on the road.
again is that they got "homered."
This romantic liaison has cost
Revising an earlier decision, the tourBoggs far more than money, though
nament committee has ,decreed that
Once again, the image of profesbeginning this year, no team will be
sional baseball players has come inassigned to play first or second-round
to question, leaving a picture of offgames-ott- its home -floor. The new
the-field unruliness and an overall atpolicy,originally to take effect in 1991,
titude of taking what they can get.
takes aim at what many critics have felt
Boggs has created has own prowas a major tourney shortcoming.
blem, a fact that is getting lost in the
-Afttr the trrnemdesus favorable
shuffle.
response the committee received last
Sure, his wife is very supportive,
year when no team played on its home
which is very nice of her, but Boggs
floor in the first or second rounds, we
has cast a shadow on himself that
A_Aitent back__10 the host sites-49--asseval-til--avertge--a-.400 may not
whether they would consider us moving
the policy from- 1991 to 1989, and they
Despite claims of being a profes__ all complied." tournament chairman
sional and wanting todohisjbevai
i—Cedric-Dempiesaid Tuesday.
would have to adndt that the
The committee has long had a policy
media are justified Ur-looking into
against teams having the "home court
this story.
advantage" when they reach the
For the Boston third baseman to
regional competition, one step from the
perform as well as hc did last season
Final Four.
(another batting title) with all the
The first fans irritated by the riew
contreversy surrounding Adams is
early-round policy could be at Arizona,
amazing; and there is little doubt that
where Dempsey is athletic director. The
he might be able to do it again.
Wildcats are the official host of a West
But it is hard to have pity with soRegional first and second-round site
meone in the public eye when the proMarch 17-19 at Tucson, An., but are
blents they face are for the most part
certain to play elsewhere.
self-inflicted.
Dempsey said in a national
Spring training is a time to get out
teleconference call that he does not exthe kinks in your game and prepare
pect attendance to suffer greatly. •
for the major league season.
"The only place that begins to create
For Wade Boggs, spring training
a problem is in the West, where we have
will be a time of, hopefully for him,
long distances between institutions,"
exorcising a little demon of a relahe said. "But we do feel the neutrality
tionship that has grown into hellish
will enhance the tournament and should
proportions.
not affect crowds. I am confident we
will do well (at Tuscon), probably not
Dan Bustard is ajuniorjournalism
quite as well as we would have done if
major from Presque Isle who can't
the University of Arizona had been
understand how someone can eat
bracketed there."
some form of chicken every day.

Tournament
committee
revises
decision

COMINITER-pagritf-

school record in the 50-yard butterfly
with a time of 26.06 seconds. Her
previous best was 26.60 seconds.
Freshman Jill Abrams finished second
in the 100-yard butterfly viith a time of
59.27 seconds, also setting a school
record.
t Imairao‘ other record totting performance came in the 800-yard freestyle
relay. The team of Kim Dunn, Abrams,
Natalie Zdenek and Noreen Solakoff
placed second behind UMass with a time
of 7:55.03.
Kim Dunn was UMaine's most productive swimmer, qualifying for the
finals in every event she competed in.
Dunn earned sixth place overall for the
three-day competition with 60 points.
Cindi Luciani of Providence College
was the best overall swimmer, winning
three events and placing second in
another for 77 points.
Dunn placed third in the 200-yard
freestyle and fifth ig the 50-yard
freestyle.
In the 200 individual medley, UMaime
had three swimmers place in the top
nine.

Dunn placed fifth with a time of
2:15.13 and Abrams was eighth with a
time of 2:16.20. Meg Brisleden finished
ninth for the Black Bears.
"The 200 1.M. was a great event for
us. They(Abrams and Briselden) really
had to go out hard to qualify," Wren
said.
Wren said overall the swimmers were
faster than in previous years. He said
many of the swimmers who just missed
qualifying had times that would have
placed them in the top eight two years
ago.
"There has been quite a lot of progress in the league,' Wren said.
"Many events we swam our best times
... but we just didn't get many points
out of it."
Wren said to score points in a championship meet a team needs a few
outstanding individuals "instead of a lot
of pretty good people like we have."
For that reason, Wren said, "We're
a better dual meet team this year than
a championship team."
UMaine finished the dual meet season
with a record of 8-3. .

Daily Maine Campus
Athlete of the Week

Julie Bradstreet wins the award this week. Replacing Kathy
Kartsson in the starting lineup against Boston University
last Wednesday, the freshman scored 19 points. Bradstreet
followed that game with 20 points and 10 assists against
Central Connecticut State Saturday.
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Woods named as Appalachian coach

•••••••

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)' -- South
Carolina reached into Division I-AA
and named Appalachian State's Sparky
Woods its football coach Tuesday. ending a search that began just over two
weeks ago following the sudden death
of Joe Morrison.
"This is a job where I don't think you
e.er need another job in this
business," Woods said. "If your goal
is to be the vary beat and reach tha
ton, then I fed like we're here. All we've
got to do is succeed at it."
Woods said he would meet soon with
I he Gamecock players and the assistant
coaches still on the staff. He hoped to
have a complete staff by the time spring
practice begins March .13.
"I think he's got a fire in his stomach.
He's got 4 lot of enthusiasm,"
University of South Carolina President
James B. Holderman said.
Athletic Director King Dixon said the
35-year-old
coach
"has
the
characteristics we were looking for unquestioned
integrity, strong

vcry

I

•

% %• •

character, student-athlete oriented,- and
a genuine feeling and concern for young
people."
Woods said he had three goals:
"graduation, win football games ... and
have fun while we're doing it."
While he wants to have fun. Woods
conceded to some jitters about his new
job - and a 1989 schedule that includes
Clemson, Georgia, Florida State and
North Carolina State.
"I'm nervous about them all. 1Zight
now. Duke makes me nervous and that's
the first ball game. ... I'm nervous but

with each other," he said. "I'm thrilled to be the head coach at the University of South Carolina.
"I'm very sorry that it occurred
because of the death ot Coach Morrison But I'm excited about carrying on
with the traeliiion of _winning that he has
established here," Woods said.

I'm new intimitiato4-1 at al!," Wrwaric

Woods coached the I-AA Mountaineers to Southern Conference titles in
1986 and 1987 and was named the
league's coach of the year an unprecedented three straight times,begin.
fling in 19.3,

said.
Dixon said that while terms of
Woods' contract have not all been defined, it will probably will be a five-year
deal.
Woods said he felt a bit overwhelmed at the jump to a major Division I
football program but had no qualms
about accepting the offer.
"If they wanted me as much as I
wanted them, then we're very happy

WOOftle -WhOse real name is Phillip
Perry !Mods, was 38-19-2 in five
seasons at Appalachian State.
Woods met with his players Monday
night to tell them of his decision to leave
the Boone, N.C. school, Earlier Monday, Woods met with his assistant
coaches and Athletic Director Jim
Garner to tell them of his decision.
Woods replaces Morrison. who died

%%%%%%%%

%•%••%

at the age of 51 of a heart attack Feb.
5 after playing racquetball with three
friends.

Measles stop
UNIT"
DURHAM, N.H.(AP)-- Measles on
other college carnpqsa contizuse_to..be_
a problem for the University of New
Hampshire men's basketball team.
Wednesday night's game in Durham
between UNH and the University of
Hanford has been postponed because of
a measles outbreak at the Connecticut
school.
Last Saturday's UN,H game with
Siena College of Londonyille. N.Y.. was
postponed because of a Measit'S outbreak. The Siena game has been
rescheduled for Saturday.
The Hartford game has yet to
rescheduled
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Announcing Women's Center Committee Open Forums

STUDENT INPUT IS NIEDEDi
The University Women's Committee encourages your

LIFE IS YOUR MOST
ItMLUABLE POSSESSION.

pot
pla
dia
In

MSS n* on.

participation in a series of three open forums for students,
faculty, staff and community people. These forums will
provide you an opportunity to share your input regarding the
concept (goals and objectives), plan, and physical design for
a Women's Center facility on campus.

•

Of all the riches you could
leave to your family, the
most precious is the gift a
lifc tour bequest to tile
American licart Assoc-attain
assures that priceless legacii
by %omitting research into
heart disc-or prevention

All forums will be conducted informally and facilitated
by Women's Center committee members. Please bring your
comments and suggestions to any or all of these sessions on
fol ng-dates:
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URN YOUR
WINGS

'4/OMEN'S CENTER OPEN FORUMS
- February-228
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
11:30 - 1:30 p.m.
North/South Bangor
Coe Lounge, Memorial _Union
Memorial Union
Orono Campus
Orono, Campus
February 23
11:30 - 1:30 p.m.

Ballroom
University College Center
Bdngor Campus

If you are unable to attend any of these three open forums,
please submit your recommendations in writing directly to
Pamela Dumas Serfes, Women's Center Chair, 223 Chadbourne
Hall, or call 581-1586. We need your input!
OPEN FORUMS OPEN FORUMS OPEN FORUMS OPEN FORUMS OPEN FORUMS

To qualify for Warrant Officer
Right Training, you'll need a
high school diplo —aM Preferably two years of college.
Then you must complete Army
Basic Training before going to
flight school. When you've
corni*Pilligitt naming,
could have the wings of an
Amy aviator.
To find out more about
Warrant Officer Flight Trainfrig, contact your local Arm/Recruiter.
call 942-9165
Bangor Recruiting Station-ARM
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OAKLAND,Calif.(AP)— Tony La
Russa is still being asked what happened to the Athletics in the World Series
four months ago.
The manager still doesn't have a simple answer, just as he doesn't when
queried about the Oakland's chances of
--Se-Pittraitt-14 Aznezic,an League..c.ham,
pions. But 1.a Russa expects to see a
team with it'a chip on our shoulder"
when the full squad reports for spring
training in Phoenix on Wednesday.
"I know our club is really aggravated,
because we think we were the best
baseball team in the world last year but
ssc camc up short" La Russa said by
telephone from Arizona., "In terms of
motivation for 19, losing the World
Series was the best thing that could have
happened to us."

The A's are missing only part-time
designated hitter Don Baylor from the
team that bashed its way through the
league a year ago. They've added righthanded pitcher Mike Moore to an
already deep pitching staff, not to mention a few million dollars to their
paytolL
Now all they have to db is avoid contracting the dreaded "no-repeat York
Yankees on a third straight league
pennant.
"The No. 1 thing we have to do is get
our heads straight, to not walk around
as the '88 chaMps."-ta Russa said. "If
our heads are right,1 know we're going
to have a big year."
That's not to say La Russa will have
to play psychiatrist with a team that is
coming off an Oakland club-record 104

•Committee
The committee will be careful to make
certain fans where early-round games
are played will be abk to watch their
teams play elsewhere on television.
"If a host institution is playing
elsewhere, they will play on opposite
days in the bracketing," Dempsey
said. "In other words, if the University
of Arizona is hosting on Friday-Sunday,
then we (the Arizona team) would play
in the Thursday-Saturday sequence."
Critics of past tournament policy have
pointed to such situations as Indiana
playing at the Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis in the early rounds before going on to win the 1986 championship.
Another example of the "home
crowd" problem would be Georgia Tech
playing in the Omni in Atlanta. Dempsey agreed that eliminating the home
crowd problem at regional sites it much
more difficult.
"The committee has wrestled with
that along with the home floor advantage eversince '
I ve been on the committee." he said. "We feel we made a
good move to the neutrality of home

.-ou could
ily. the
the gift of
to

(pc
Lss)cutton
less kW!"

earth into
•t-ntion

--teouttaued from page 10)

floors. But we don't see an answer to
developing any policy relating to home
crowds. We feel it would reduce the
number of sites to where it would be impractical at this time."

victories in the 1988 regular season. But
there aren't a lot of roster decisions for
him to make between now and opening
day on April 3 against Seattle.
"There really is just one spot open,"
he said. "But we don't know what that

will be yet."
. "It could be an 11th pitcher, third
catcher or a right-handed bat on the
bench. It could be exciting down at the
end of spring training, just like last
year."
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MY
FAIR LADY
Book and lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner
Music by Fredericiloewe
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Maine Masque Theatre
Feb 23-26. 8 p.m. Feb 25, 2 p.m
Hauck, Auditorium
University _of Maine
Admission Free to UM Student.
General Admission $10
Call 581-MASK
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UMaine prepared for Family Winter Weekend
by Jaime Ostia-.-Staff Writer
The University of Maine's second annual Family Winter Weekend will be
held Friday through Sunday and -will
feature a variety of activities for UMaine
students and their families.
Activities planned for the weekend include seminars with UMaine faculty,
staff and students, Maine Masque
Theatre's presentation of "My Fair
Lady," ss inter carnis al snow sculpting
competitions, and a winter camping
demonstration by Maine Bound
members on the mall.
According to a britiehure, the weekend
is designed to help orient new-student
families with the UMaine campus and

community, and Moir parents to get a
feel.for their child's experience at the
university.
A series of seminars will be held Sunday from 11 a.m. to noon and will cover
the UMaine Honors Program, the Study
Abroad Program, and the first year experience at UMaine.
Jon Tierney, Maine Bound director,
said members will be demonstrating the
construction of snow domes, which can
be used as shelters during the winter.
"They are very similar to igloos, but
there really isn't enough snow in this
area to construct an igloo, so we make
the domes." he said.
Tierney said if there is enough snow
to build the domes, students interested
in ,sleeping overnight in them are
welcome to do so.

Tierney sairt-Obs",__4411-1110,1°• Ina°
amili
skeis.rentals for students
cross-country
d h nitry
Other activities planned for the
weekend are a lecture by mystery writer
Sara Paretsky on Friday, a planetarium
show titled, "Where the Dinosaurs
Roam," showing all three days, and
tours of the caribou reintroduction project from noon to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Paretsky is the author of mystery
novels featuring V.I. Warshawski, a
female private eye, and her books include Bitter Medicine, killing Orders,
Deadlock, Indemnity Only, and most
recently, Blood Shot.
Her lecture, titled -Martina's Body:
Women, Image and Self-Image in Contemporary Detective Fiction, will be
held at 5 p.m. in 100 Neville Hall.

7

Alan Davenport, the director of the
planetarium, sifir "Where the
Dinosaurs Roam" is a children's show.
He said the planetarium equipment
will be used to create a "different effect." The staff, he said, will use
movie slides and a soundtrack to product the show.
There will also be art exhibits on
display in the Memorial Union and
Carnegie Hall.
- Registration for the weekend will be
held in the Memorial Union on Friday
from 4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m., and on Saturday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
A complete schedule of events can be
picked up in the union.
tor more information on the
weekend, contact New Student Programs, Office of Enrollment Management. at 581-1826.
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Read the Sports Pages
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ALL MAINE WOMEN*

SENIOR SKULL SOCIETY

NOMINATIONS

c_

Do you know women and men currently with junior standing that have these qualities:
Ixcellence isi_SERVICE-io-The University -of-Maine-community.

•

4

-Character, Dignity, and, Maine Spirit.
- -Responsible Leadership
If you feel that you know someone with these qualities, and is worthy of the honor
_and responsibility_of becpming_an _41.14AINE WOMAN or SENIOR SKULL, please
stop by the Student Activities office for a nomination form.
- loins art- due:)

-I-ALL:MAINE WOMEN
Friday Feb. 24
by 4 PM

•

_

SEIVOIMULL SOCIETY
Thursday March 2
by 4 PM

Please return nomination forms to the Student Activities office in the Memorial Union.
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